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CHAPTER 1

UNEXPECTED ABILITY

A blowfish swims in shallow water.

A larger fish swims toward it with an

open mouth. The blowfish puffs up its

body. Suddenly, the blowfish looks much

WATCH A
VIDEO HERE!



When a blowfish puffs up, other fish may decide it is too
big to eat.

bigger. Spines stick up all over its body.

The large fish swims away. The blowfish

is safe.



There are more than 20 kinds of
porcupinefish.

Blowfish are also known as

pufferfish. Scientists have discovered

more than 200 types of blowfish. Some

types have stiff spines. They are called



porcupinefish. Other types do not have

spines. But they can all puff up to defend

themselvesfrom predators.

Most types of blowfish do not havespines



Some types of blowfish live near coral
reefs.

it

Blowfish live all around the world.

Many live in tropical water near coasts.

DID When a blowfish puffs up, it
can be up to three times its
normal size.YOu

SNOW?
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The water in those locations is warm

and shallow. Blowfish often find shelter

in rocks.
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CHAPTER 2

SKIN AND SPINES

All blowfish have round heads with large

eyes. Small fins stick out on either side of

their bodies. Blowfish also have fins near

their tails. These fins are on the top and

bottom of their bodies.

LEARN MORE
HERE!

10



Ablowfishswims pastd
coral reef



Ann

A diver sees a large pufferfish.

Blowfish range in size. The smallest

are only inch (2.5 cm) long. But large

blowfish can grow up to 3 feet (0.9 m) in

length.
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Unlike many fish, blowfish do not

have scales. Instead, their bodies are

covered in rough skin or spines. The

skin on their bellies is stretchy. This

allows them to inflate.

A porcupinefish's spikes lay flat when its
body is not puffed up.



A blowfish shows off its hard beak.

A blowfish has a hard beak. The

beak is made of two or three teeth that

14



are fused together. Like other fish, a

blowfish breathes through gills.

A blowfish's beak never stops
growing. But frequent biting
keeps the beak from getting
too long.

DID
YOU
KNOW?

Some blowfish allow small fish to swim inside their mouths
to clean them.

215



LIFE CYCLE OF
A BLOWFISH

A female blowfish lays

eggs in fine sand.

Most blowfish live

for four to ten years.
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The male

fertilizes the pile
of eggs after the
female leaves.

The eggs hatch.

The young blowfish
grow larger and
become adults.
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CHAPTER3

PUFFINGUP

Animals such as sharks, otters, and eels

eat blowfish. A blowfish uses its large

eyes to spot predators. Sometimes

it has time to hide in the cracks of

LEARN MORE
HERE!
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A blowfish puffs up when it senses danger.

rocks. But most blowfish are not fast

swimmers. Instead, they puff up their

bodies as defense.
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A blowfish can expand in just a few seconds.

A blowfish quickly sucks in water. Its

belly fills, and the stretchy skin expands.

Puffing up makes the fish look dangerous.

20



Some predators may be frightened or

confused when a blowfish puffs up. They

may swim away instead of attacking. Or,

if a predator is biting the blowfish, it

might let go.

A large fish attempts to eat a
porcupinefish.
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Some people eat blowfish after carefully
removing the toxin.

In addition, most blowfish have a

toxin in their bodies. This substance

makes blowfish taste bad to predators.

22



The toxin can cause a predator to stop

breathing and become paralyzed.

In many cases, the toxin is deadly.

DID The toxin of a blowfish has no
known cure.YOu

KNOW?

Bright colors warn predators that this blowfish is poisonous.

D23



Puffing up takes a lot of energy.

Blowfish are tired for a few hours after

deflating. They are at greater risk

of being eaten during this time. If a

24



A blowfish hides near rocks to avoid predators.

predator attacks, the blowfish may not

have enough energy to escape. Blowfish

often hide to stay safe after deflating.

25
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CHAPTER 4

SURVIVING

A blowfish eats bacteria, sea stars, and

shellfish. The blowfish uses its hard beak

to crack open shells. Many blowfish live

in groups. A group of blowfish is called a

school.

COMPLETE AN
ACTIVITY HERE!
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A blowfish snacks on a sea star.

Piranhas are known for biting
with razor-sharp teeth. Some
blowfish bites are just as
dangerous.

DID
YOu
KNOW?



A blowfish blends in with the seafloo.

Some blowfish have dull skin

colors. These fish blend in with their

environment. Blending in helps the

blowfish hide from predators. Other

28



MATING PATTERNS

blowfish have bright skin

colors. These colors

warn other animals

that the blowfish are

poisonous.

Some blowfish create

circular patterns in the

sand to attract mates.
Small male fish can

create patterns that
are 6.5 feet (2.0 m)

wide. The pattern
takes a week to make.

Water flowing over the
pattern gathers fine
sand in the middle. This

impresses the female
fish. Females need fine

sand to lay eggs in.

A blowfish creates a pattern in
the sand.

29



MAKING CONNECTIONS

TEXT-TO-SELF
Have you ever seen a fish swimming in the

wild? If yes, where were you? If not, where

could you go to see fish?

TEXT-TO-TENT
Have you read books about other animals

that live in the ocean? How are those animals

similar to or different from blowfish?

TENT-TO-WORLD
Blowfish defend themselves by puffing up. How

do other animals defend themselves?

30



GLOSSARY

bacteria - tinylife-forms.

deflate - to let out air or waterandget
smaller in size.

fuse to growtogetherintoone.

paralyzed -unabletomove.

predator - ananimalthat hunts other
animals for food.

spine a sharppoint thatgrowsoutof an
animal's skin.

toxin -a type of poisonmadeby livingthings.

tropical having to do with aplace where
the weather is usually warm and wet.
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